Promotion

Administration Building so that they are held, or to get the use of the special permission to leave the campus at the hour when the meetings have the interested cadets granted.

Limited Says Hardy

Mr. Hardy declared, "as long as we can get the goods allotted to us." So trainees, the naval cadets have a right to protest, the Student Religious Council is not saying, but making an appeal to the administration for this year.

(Continued On Page Four)
Why Buy Bonds?

Are you doing your part to help in financing the present war? It is true that some bonds are more expensive than others. Even in World War I the production of airplanes, tanks, bombs, machine guns, etc., cetera, was not as great as the mass production in effect today. And the costs, which necessarily accompany the out-of-pocket war industries, have reached into the billions.

The United States Government bases its war-time treasury primarily on taxation and the sale of bonds. It is the latter with which we are concerned here—specifically the sale of bonds to individuals.

There are many reasons why our government asks its citizens to buy bonds, and there are many reasons why citizens, in turn, should comply.

1) Patriotism is one important factor. How can people enjoy the pleasures and privileges that accompany a democratic government and then, in emergency periods, not want to keep that democracy by attempting to aid in filling the Treasury with the necessary funds for financing war expenditures, a question that should be emphasized daily. The majority of the men in our armed forces are investing a great part of their pay in war bonds. If these men, who are risking their lives minutely see fit to invest in war bonds, how can we, who have not yet experienced the true, grim reality of war and who are living lives of comparative luxury, hesitate to follow their example?

2) Our government has a tremendous need for certain war equipment. In order to obtain this equipping, it must have available commodities necessary for carrying on this war; otherwise, the equipment will have to be purchased abroad. In order to obtain this equipage, it must have available commodities necessary for carrying on this war; otherwise, the equipment will have to be purchased abroad. In order to obtain this equipage, it must have available commodities necessary for carrying on this war; otherwise, the equipment will have to be purchased abroad. In order to obtain this equipage, it must have available commodities necessary for carrying on this war; otherwise, the equipment will have to be purchased abroad. In order to obtain this equipage, it must have available commodities necessary for carrying on this war; otherwise, the equipment will have to be purchased abroad.

3) If the government can secure the needed funds from taxation and voluntary investments in war bonds, then it will not have to resort to more drastic measures, such as borrowing from banks or increasing taxation. Economic studies show that governmental borrowing from banks leads to ruinous inflation which, in turn, accompanies high prices, additional government controls and controls, which in turn, leads to the freezing and confiscation of foreign assets in control of supply and standards of living for those on fixed incomes. Borrowing from banks means that the war effort is paying the cost of living of the people themselves. Increased taxation has a proclivity to bring about, a psychological disinflation among the people and lack of incentive to work. Indubitably, the latter would be a disastrous catastrophe in view of the fact that there is an undeniable labor shortage already in existence.

4) After the war, there is still, in all probability, little likelihood of a depression. In order that the depression will not have the disastrous effects like the ones which such countries as Germany and France suffered following World War I, the payment of principal and interest on war bonds provides investors with funds for post-war spending which cushions the impact of a post-war depression.

Now you know why you should buy war bonds; therefore, all you have to do is complete the process by buying them. If you can't afford to buy a bond at once, adopt a plan whereby you can buy so many war stamps a month. The Student Council will provide a Bond Wagon in Sallyport to serve as a reminder to you to do your share. The Bursar's Office also has war stamps and bonds available. So do your part, and do it now!
OWLS END FOOTBALL SEASON WITH SOUTHWESTERN GAME

**By Mildred McCall**

On Saturday, November 27, 1943, the Owls will wind up the football season with a game against Southwestern University of Georgetown, Baylor, against whom the feathered flock has been indeadly contest for the past season. This week, that date, has cancelled its football schedule because the army has ordered that its teams may not participate in inter-collegiate athletics. The game against Southwestern, however, is sure to finish off the season.

The SMU Date Changed
Another starting innovation in the Rice schedule is the change in date of the game with SMU from the Rice schedule is the change in TCU, and Baylor squads of this year. will be almost entirely composed of members from the Texas University, and Rice, one with North Western University of Georgetown.

Reports to Council
Tuesday, Billy Skipwith, Chairman of the Rice NROTC has with the other navy units we are always acquainted that they make a good showing for the Institute.

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

Dance Committee Reports to Council
At the Student Council meeting Tuesday, Billy Skipwith, Chairman of the Dance Committee, reported that last Saturday night dance of July 1st netted a profit of $65.19. This dance yielded $25.80 more than the first Saturday night ball.

A HALF FILLED ALBUM IS-
LIKE A HALF EQUIPPED SOLDIER-

SANTES • FILL YOUR STAMP ALBUM...NOW!

HOUSTON ELECTRIC CO.

RETTS

MAIN AND WALKER

*Club News*
In compliance with a request made by the Student Religious Council, Dr. Slaughter began a series of four lectures last Tuesday at Palmer Memorial Church. The theme of the lectures is "The Religious Problems of College Students." All Rice students are urged to attend at least one of these lectures.

The guest speaker of the PBA for this week is Reay, Matthew Lynn, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church. All Presbyterian students, both new and old, are invited to attend at 12:15 Thursday.

The Christian Science Organization of Rice Institute will hold their first meeting of the school year at Autry House this Thursday night. The meeting will be at 7:00 p.m. All members are urged to come. A short business meeting will be held after the reading from the desk.

The Tennis Club will meet next Wednesday at 1:15 p.m. in the Girls' Room, Betty Carroll, president, requests that members bring their tennis racquets if the sun is shining.

Mary Jane Huthall looks all right anyway. Presently a terrible little cuss—June Whittington.
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Robert Gleason has decided this year to create a special new edition of the school paper to be called the "Commissary" which will come out once a month.

The concert is open to the public.

The students, by the students, and for the students.

Robert E. Parlette and Sam F. Semo.

The Skipper: A most informal communication by the Skipper, who, judging by the air, is ready to take this ship to any port.

A cordial invitation is extended to the student body of Rice Institute.

James L. Hoffman has selected an appropriate program.

The concert is open to the public.

Ralph E. Parlette and Sam F. Semo.

The families of all former students of the university now in the service are especially invited to attend. An informal reception will be held for them after the concert.

A stage is being erected at the eastern end of the Reflecting Pool between the Roy Gustav Cullen and the Science Buildings on the Uni-
versity Campus. Conductor Ernest Hoffman has selected an appropriate program.

The concert is open to the public.
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